Guide To The British Group
COMPANIES WITHIN THE BRITISH PAVILION

Applied Market Information Ltd (Stand No: ZL142)
WWW.AMIPLASTICS.COM

Applied Market Information Ltd. is Europe’s leading specialist market research provider for the global plastics industry with offices in the United Kingdom and the USA. AMI offers consulting services, has an extensive international conference programme and supplies statistical data and detailed listings of plastics processors in book and electronic format.

info@amiplastics.com | +44(0)117 924 9442

Bay Plastics Ltd (Stand No: ZL140)
WWW.BAYPLASTICS.CO.UK

Bay Plastics are synonymous with quality and excellence in the distribution and fabrication of semi-finished plastic materials. Our commitment to service and unrivalled product knowledge enables us to guide you in all aspects of material selection and component design through to production. Visit us at www.bayplastics.co.uk, your one-stop Plastic shop.

enquiries@bayplastics.co.uk | +44(0)191 258 0777

British Plastics Federation (Stand No: ZL120)
WWW.BPF.CO.UK

The British Plastics Federation (BPF) is the leading trade association of the UK Plastics Industry, with over 1000 member companies (inc. affiliate) representing approximately 80% of the industry turnover. Membership encompasses polymer producers, suppliers, processors, additive and machinery suppliers and manufacturers as well as plastics recyclers.

bpf@bpf.co.uk | +44(0) 207 457 5000

DualGlo Ltd (Stand No: ZL121)
WWW.DUALGLO.COM

DualGlo is the world leader in coloured photoluminescence. We produce materials with the combined properties of bright day time colours and long lasting afterglows. DualGlo offers a range of materials and ingredients including pigments, compounds and masterbatches, which are compatible with a wide range of plastics and rubbers.

info@dualglo.com | +44(0) 1564 711 096

EPI (Europe) Ltd (Stand No: ZL141)
WWW.EPI-GLOBAL.COM

As part of the EPI Environmental Products Inc Group, EPI (Europe) Ltd markets a range of additives called TDPA® (Totally Degradable Plastic Additive). These render plastic degradable and ultimately biodegradable. Major retailers around the world are using TDPA in many types of single use plastic items. TDPA is a cost effective, quality product requiring no special equipment or processing.

info@epi-global.com | +44(0)1629 822 995

WWW.BPF.CO.UK
EPPM is a product tabloid magazine that keeps European plastic processors up-to-speed with the very latest equipment and material developments in their industry sector. Hundreds of supplier news items are published in each issue and all news is posted onto the dynamic EPPM.com website, making EPPM a global source of new products and materials in the sector.

sales@eppm.com | +44(0)1829 770037

Listgrove Limited provides a complete range of Recruitment and Human Resource Management solutions, with a focus towards the plastics and packaging sectors. The company supplies fully outsourced HR services and recruitment activities for the appointment of individual executives and skilled engineers, through to entire functional teams for clients across the globe.

contact@listgrove.co.uk | +44(0)1789 207 070

Minelco manufactures industrial minerals for a diverse range of industries. For the polymer industry we have mineral products to modify mechanical properties. UltraCarb, our flame retardant, is used to produce fire retardant cables. Minelco mica products increase a polymer’s stiffness, reduce warpage and shrinkage or provide decorative effects.

minelco.specialities@minelco.com | +44(0)1332 673131

NDC is the leading supplier of on-line gauging and control systems for the continuous web processing industries. We offer a wide range of sensors and system configurations to cover extrusion, calendering, coating and converting, rubber, textile and more. NDC systems will enable you to maximise your process profitability and product quality.

sales@ndcinfrared.co.uk | +44(0)1621 852244


sales@sunwell.co.uk | +44(0) 191 374 1800
The following companies have catalogues available from the British Plastics Federation stand number ZL120

### SIMBA INTERNATIONAL www.simbaint.com
Provides recycling solutions for post industrial scrap. **Simba International** process the entire spectrum of thermoplastics ranging from engineering to commodity grade.

- simbaint@simbaint.com | +44(0) 845 458 1701

### CROMWELL POLYTHENE www.cromwellpolythene.co.uk
Cromwell Polythene Ltd are a long-established leading UK supplier of most types of waste sacks and bags. The Company has been recovering polythene for recycling since 1983. Our recycling division specialises in processing HDPE, LDPE and PP post industrial plastic waste and scrap. We will consider other grades of material.

- info@cromwellpolythene.co.uk | +44(0)1977 686 868

### EPWIN GROUP www.epwin.co.uk
**Epwin Group** offers the complete package of low maintenance building products. We can supply virtually any external plastic building product for domestic properties from our range of roofline, cladding, windows, doors, conservatory roofs, guttering, cavity closers and curtain walling. Epwin Group is the UK market leader for external doors and roofline and is the UK’s second largest PVC-U and PVC-UE extruder.

- info@epwin.co.uk | +44(0) 1242 243 444

### EXPRESS RECYCLING www.expressrecycling.co.uk
**Express Recycling** is your one-stop-shop for plastics recycling. Our services range from plastics waste consultancy, to the production of high quality re-grind for sale to the manufacturing industry.

- plastics@expressrecycling.co.uk | +44(0)1708 524 100

### MEECH www.meech.com
**Meech International** has provided static control solutions for over 40 years with more than 7000 customers worldwide benefiting from improved quality, productivity and profitability. Meech products are fully supported by a first-class service infrastructure through subsidiary companies in USA, Belgium, China and Hungary and a distribution network spanning 45 countries.

- sales@meech.com | +44(0) 1993 706 700

### BUHLER SORTEX www.buhlergroup.com
**Buhler SORTEX** are particularly well placed to support the plastics industry. The SORTEX Z+ optical sorter is able to simultaneously colour and shape sort a wide range of materials including PVC, PET, HDPE, LDPE, PVB and PP, and consistently remove foreign material such as rubber, metal, paper, glass, wood and many other contaminants.

- sales@buhlersortex.com | +44(0) 207 055 7777